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WEEK 17 : Ex-Sense

WEEK OVERVIEW
This was the last week for the project, and it is essentially done.
The team has finished our final presentation and is finishing
documentation and the project archive for hand-off.

PROGRESS
The team prepared and rehearsed for our final presentation on
Monday and Tuesday. The presentation itself was on Wednesday,
and while there were some small issues, the faculty has given
us overall positive feedback on how we did.
Tony Story, a Research and Development Analyst from TATRC,
visited the ETC for the first time on Wednesday to see our final
presentation. Tony had the chance to experience our final
exhibits, and he was very impressed by the work we had done.
Joe Samosky also came on Wednesday, though a bit too late
to see the final presentation. He congratulated the team on
our work as well, and the first-years on the team who aren’t
graduating look forward to seeing him around Pittsburgh.
The team spent Thursday and Friday finishing documentation:
The project archives, media, and documents have been organized
and edited where necessary. Zeina has written technical
documentation for using as well as editing the Audio and Neuro
exhibits. David is finishing that for the Visual exhibition.

PLANS
The documentation and archive will be checked one last time
on Monday, May 14. After that, the team will basically be going
their separate ways. As to the project, Brett will be getting
the exhibits fabricated at CMU over the summer. Moreover,
Elwin and Albert do plan on presenting at Balticon (May 28)
with Brett as well as to participate in the Interactive Exhibition
at the DATA Awards (June 7), and will make some preparations
in terms of media and hardware.

Above: Tony Story and the team
(Anabelle not pictured
because she is taking the
picture).
Middle: The logo for this year’s
Balticon, where you can
catch Project Xense next.
Below: The logo for the PTC and
their DATA Awards, where
you can catch Project
Xense after Balticon.
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